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Next Meeting

PRESIDENT’S COMMENTS
I was very pleased to be able to arrange a payment for $300 to
Bayside Community Church following the presentation by Scott Anderson last week. This was covered by net Sergeants Fines, raffle
proceeds and a surplus from the recent Japan Inn fellowship night.
Thanks to Kerrie and Tony P. You’ll find Scott’s response to some of
your questions-on-notice later in this bulletin (Pages 7&8).

THURSDAY 8 MARCH
CAITIE KAVANAGH
TOPIC: HER TIME IN JAPAN
CHAIR: FRED HOFMANN
CASH DESK: MALCOLM P & ROSS P
PROJECTOR; ROSS PHILLIPS
HOST: ADRIAN CULSHAW
VICTORIA GOLF CLUB 6.30 FOR 7.00

I think all of us were blown away by Peter Gray’s presentation on
the work he is doing for children in Cambodia. As his friend Keith
remarked later, he can be a bit blunt and doesn’t pull any punches,
but we all certainly got the message. I’m sure I saw a few teary
eyes in the audience. I was very pleased we were able to make a
small donation of $500 to Peter’s cause, to start the ball rolling on
his $8000 school building project. Your Board is also considering a
proposal for the Club to sponsor one or two children. More on that
later.

THURSDAY 15 FEBRUARY
LIZ GUIVER
TOPIC: REACHING WITHIN TO EMBRACE HUMANITY
CHAIR: CHARMAINE JANSZ
CASH DESK: MALCOLM P & ROSS P
PROJECTOR; ADRIAN CULSHAW
HOST: ROB FENTON
VICTORIA GOLF CLUB 6.30 FOR 7.00

We were fortunate to have Members of several other Rotary Clubs
at our meeting, and I have put the acid on them to seek sponsorships
from their Clubs also.
Speaking of Guests, it was great to have a nearly full house this
week. The attendee list totalled 45, including partners Sue Manks
and Monica Hofmann, Keith Siler, Bob Richards (Sandringham), King
Gan (Glen Waverley), Peter Murie (Cheltenham) and Brian McDaid
(Croydon). New Member applicant Zillay Batool was to attend, but
was called away just before the meeting for an urgent business related matter. It has been (humorously I think) suggested that, if this
keeps up, we may have to limit meeting numbers to the first 50 to
respond. What a problem to have that would be!

THURSDAY 22 FEBRUARY
JENNIFER ELLIOT
TOPIC: ONE DIET DOES NOT FIT ALL
CHAIR: CHRIS MARTIN
CASH DESK: MALCOLM P & ROSS P
PROJECTOR; DAVID LEA
HOST: ROGER FREWEN
VICTORIA GOLF CLUB 6.30 FOR 7.00

Bob Richards gave us a stirring presentation about the upcoming
District Conference. Our numbers are low this year, partly because
many of our regulars have other commitments, though we are close
to 20 registered. The closing date for registrations has been extended, and I commend to you all, especially our newer members, to
consider going to this event. It’s a great way to learn more about
Rotary. See the “ad” later in the bulletin.
We have decided that the Conference Club Dinner will be combined
with our regular meeting on 19 April, so that all Members and partners have an opportunity to attend. We have an excellent speaker
in Bryan Keon-Cohen, who was involved in Mabo 1 and 2. Make
sure you mark your diaries now. It will be a 7pm for 7.30pm start,
to allow the conference golfers time to shower and change (I hope).
No doubt Bob will provide a report on the Beaumaris North PS fete.
I was very impressed with the organisation, number of volunteers and
participants, marketing and presentation of the fete. Shame about
the weather! I was also impressed with the way Malcolm Sawle was
controlling the kids at the plate smash. He took his life in his hands
setting up plates while the kids had balls at the ready.
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Our next meeting is Thursday 8 March at VGC, and we have
Caitie Kavanagh, who we co-sponsored to Japan, coming to
tell us all about her adventures. We will also be inducting Larry Jackson as our newest Member, so make sure you come
along.
Have a great week. See you Thursday.
President James

Beaumaris Footy Tipping Competition
The new Footy season is nearly
upon us; increase your enjoyment, show off your skill and
make a little cash by joining the
Footy Tipping Competition.

President James welcomes new Member Martin Fothergill at
the Club meeting on the 23rd February

Cost is $45 for the year with a
$35 pot each week which jackpots if no one chooses 9 out of
9. No scores just winners.
Join on the Web site.
The draft rules are posted on the site. Talk to David
Hone if you want more details.
Click on control key then on this link to go to the Web site.
Then click on join button and fill in details
http://www.footytipping.net.au/hone/

DISTRICT CONFERENCE - FLOODGATES
OPEN
For those who missed out on the 23rd February registration deadlines, the Committee have decided to keep registrations open for a little longer so you still have a
chance to join the 18 - strong contingent from Beaumaris.
Click on to: www.9810conference.org.au
Please let me know so that I can add names to my list.
For those who are registered, I need to know ASAP if you
would like accommodation at Southbank 5 minutes from
the Saturday night Gala function at NGV.
On to Conference Chairman PP David Greenall

ALSO SEE FLYER LATER IN IN GEAR (PAGE 9)

Hocking Stuart Sandringham
62-64 Station Street
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BRAGG GOLF DAY PATTERSON RIVER 21 FEBRUARY
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BPNS FETE
After

months of planning Beaumaris North Primary
School fete was held on Saturday 3 March and despite the weather attracted a large number of visitors. The fete organisers approached RCOB for help
in running three of their sideshow alley games Splat
the Rat, Total 21 and Crockery Smash.
The club also set up the new RCOB tent for the first
time and from it, were able to sell Olive Oil and
promote the Mental Health night. Unfortunately the
weather was abysmal with steady, albeit light, rain
for most of the day.
This did not deter James, Malcolm S, Jim, Harry
(maximus), Roy, Larry, Greg, Richard J, Martin, David R, Adrian, Mary, Trish, Heather, Peter, Kerrie,
Tony, David and Joy L, Geoff Stringer and Geoff
Stockdale from supporting the school spending a
couple of hours each dealing with the wet kids, organising the games and handing out prizes after liberally adjusting the rules. Well done all.

REPORT BACK FROM OUR NATIONAL
YOUTH SCIENCE FORUM ATTENDEE; Sallie
Geary
The National Youth Science Forum is a twelve day
program for students moving into Year 12 who are
thinking about a career in science, engineering and
technology.
The flagship event of the NYSF is the January Forum.
Until recently this event had been held exclusively in
Canberra and hosted by The Australian National
University. In 2010 the NYSF introduced a third session, in Perth, co-hosted by the Curtin University of
Technology and The University of Western Australia.
Rotary has been in partnership with the program
since 1984 along with the Australian Government,
major industry, national research institutes and universities.
The most important aspect coming from the NYSF is
a network of friends, colleagues and support groups
throughout Australia, which will be of value to participants for the whole of their lives.
The NYSF helps students moving into Year 12, who
wish to follow careers in science, engineering and
technology by introducing them to research and researchers, by encouraging the achievement of excellence in all their undertakings, and by helping to
develop their communication and interpersonal skills.
It also fosters discussion of, and interest in major national and global issues and emphasises the importance of maintaining continuing active interests in
sport, arts and music.
The NYSF continues after January with a series of
University and Industry Seminars and afterwards as
a network of people with common aims.
Sallie’s report;
“I remember back in 2009, when I moved from Mentone Girls’ Grammar to a select entry school, John
Monash Science School, my year nine science teacher wrote me a card. In that card were the most inspirational things I’ve read, she was someone who
truly had faith in me and what I was striving to
achieve. But the thing that stuck out the most was a
simple instruction, more importantly the four letter
acronym within it which I had never seen before.
“Make sure you apply for NYSF when you’re in year
11”.
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NYSF, I had no idea what this was or what it entailed so
as soon as I had the chance I was straight to the internet
to try and find out what was so exciting about this word.
As soon as I opened the page and read the first little
spiel about it, I knew it was something I would love to do,
and since then I had been hanging out to be in year 11
so I could experience it for myself.
The process for applying and selection was a lengthy
one, however the time between first applications in April
until the session in January seemed to fly by. The support
of my sponsoring Rotary club, Beaumaris, was and still is
greatly appreciated. They are people who are the flesh
and blood of Rotarian motto, service above self. It was
their hard work and dedication to the organisation that
enabled me to be able to pay the program fee and attend the session.
In order to being to repay the club for their efforts to
ensure I was able to attend I volunteered with them in the
car park at the Presidents Cub golf tournament. This enabled me to get involved in the club and befriend the
members that were the driving force behind my selection
and sponsorship.
During the pre-program events I was able to meet many
of the other students who would be embarking on this
journey alongside me. The group of people that were
chosen for this event have to be the loveliest cohort I have
ever met who meshed together perfectly from the word
go. We all shared common interests, dedication and a
desire to achieve and make a positive impact on those
around us and our society. I remember frequently stating
that the NYSF should set up a high school so we could all
complete our schooling together and it was thrilling to
note that the majority of people said they would jump at
the chance to be able do so. These friends that I have
made over the past months from the NYSF have already
become some of the closest people to me whom I will never forget. (Another plus side to this is that I can travel
almost anywhere in Australia and have a roof to stay
under!)
The program was rewarding in every aspect and allowed
us to develop as young leaders in so many ways. The
daily lab visits and workshops enabled us to gain hands
on experiences in our fields of interest and find out where
our passion lays. By participating in these activities within
our interest groups we were able to communicate and
work with those whom share our interests in the particular
fields of science and enabled us to get the most out of the
activities. The industry and university speakers really
opened my eyes to the opportunities and pathways
available in the fields of science beyond high school and
subsequently completely change the path in which I plan
to embark on in my future studies and career.

stood how we would respond to certain situations and
were able to accommodate us so as we were to have the
most enjoyable experience. Having them rotate through
the groups for the lab visits we were able to interact with
a wider range of people and gain their individual views
and tips for our future studies. They are fantastic role
models whom I know all the students look up to and respect a great deal.
Floor suppers offered us a chance to wind down and reflect on the day past and discuss in a more intimate setting with yet another group of students what we experienced and our views on particular discussions that may
have arisen during presentations or workshops throughout
the day. Our floor staffies became like our older siblings, protecting us and ensuring we were happy, safe
and having the most rewarding experience. Timelines for
own rooms and lights out ensured that we all got into bed
and got as much sleep that we could to recharge for the
next day. If these weren’t in place, I’m more than sure
we would have continued to talk long into the night and
get far less sleep than we did. The jam packed program
may have been exhausting but it ensured that we could
take part in so many activities and there was not a time
when we were bored with nothing to do. And to be honest, the trip wouldn’t be nearly as beneficial if there
were spare gaps of free time within the program. The
homestay weekend was a chance for us to rest up and
prepare ourselves for the week coming. The Rotarians
were so kind accommodating to everyone and how tired
we were.
The one part of the trip that really stood out for me was
the array of guest speakers at the dinners, evening activities and other forums. They opened our eyes to so many
fields of science and the research that they are undertaking. It allowed us to realise what we can do with our
skills beyond our schooling and what we can bring back
to the community with the knowledge and experience
that we will gain in future years.
I am so grateful to have been able to experience this; it
was truly the best two weeks of my life. I owe so much to
Beaumaris Rotary for all their support and the dedication
they have to young people and their services to the community. To all the behind the scenes persons who work so
hard year round to ensure this program is what it is and
can offer the richest experience for all, we are all in
debt to them. Also the staffies for their undying enthusiasm which never wavered, it kept us energetic even when
we were severely sleep deprived.
The program was an incredible success in my eyes and
well worth the months of effort it took to get there. I
highly recommend it to anyone who is interested in the
sciences for the experiences, opportunities and networking that are gained throughout the program.”

The staffies on session with us were the most energetic,
enthusiastic and kind hearted people I’ve met. By them
being past students and so close in age to us, they underPage 5
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This Week’s Speaker; Peter Gray
Topic; Children in Cambodia
Rotarian Peter Gray originally visited SE Asia with the
Australian army. Later on in
his life he became a successful business man with his own
manufacturing business which
he sold about seven years
ago. Soon after that he
became involved with
CCASVA (Cambodian Children Against Starvation and
Violence Association).
He now dedicates his life as
a Volunteer Technical Advisor and Fund Raiser to this organisation and he spoke
with great directness and passion about the appalling
circumstances which face many children in Cambodia as
that country still struggles to recover from the genocide of
the Pol Pot era.

With a population of over 14 million people, Cambodia
is located on the Gulf of Thailand, between Vietnam
and Thailand. It has the youngest population of any
country in the world. Still recovering from Civil War and
the Pol Pot era, it is plagued with sexual abuse, exploitation and human trafficking activities. Child labour,
rape, and sex tourism are common, everyday events in
Cambodia.
The United Nations placed child rights at the top of the
agenda by declaring this the global decade of nonviolence for the children of the world. Their investigation
into Cambodian child welfare revealed 1.5 million
Khmer children – between the ages of 7 and 17 – are
engaging in child labour. Indeed, the UN considers this
figure conservative. Human trafficking was cited by the
United States Central Intelligence Agency as one of the
most pressing social issues in Cambodia.
More details of the work of CCASVA and what you can
do to help may be found in the pamphlet reproduced
below and at;
http://www.ccasva.org/

Peter spoke of the work of his organisation with high risk
street and orphaned children who faced multiple risks
within a society whose culture regards them as disposal
chattels not respected treasures.
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ingredients needed for the meal, meat is supplied,
you will be reimbursed for your costs.
You would be required 1 Thursday a month working on a roster basis; week 1-4, with the occasional
5th week request when they happen.
We are reasonably flexible with which week you
can cook.
Operation Christmas Child Shoe boxes:http://operationchristmaschild.org.au/

Response to Questions from Bayside
Church
Regarding Matt's Place volunteers..
We currently have need for two good cooks @
Matt's Place Cheltenham. Starting at about 9am
working through to 2pm. Cooking for approx 40
people (two chefs per day each catering for half the
total guests).

We will be partnering with these people to collect
over 2500 boxes this year. A brochure on what to
include in a box is on next page.

You would be responsible for purchasing the fresh
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Details of Shoe Box Collection
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BEAUMARIS ROTARY

President
PE, VP, Exec Sec
Secretary
Treasurer
.”Foundation and Membership
International
New Generations
Vocation
Community
Fundraising
On to Conference
Marketing & PR

TEAM MEMBERS
International
Ken Mirams
David Langworthy
Geoff Stockdale
Ross Phillips
John Manks
Tony McKenna
Vratka Pokorna
Golf Day
Jim O'Brien
Roger Frewen
Tony Phillips

2011-12 CLUB STRUCTURE

BOARD
James Glenwright
John Manks
Roy Seager
Richard Shermon
Richard Jones

Director
Auditor
Program
Meeting Attendance
Newsletter Editor

CLUB SERVICE
John Manks
Tony Phillips
David Hone
Greg Every
David Lea

Fred Hofmann
Chris Martin
Heather Chisholm (non-Board)
Bob McArthur
Megan Glenwright
David Greenall
Peter Flude (non-Board)

Fellowship
Sergeant
Webmaster
Photographer
Almoner
Host(s)/Cashiers
Youth Protection Officer

Tony Phillips
Kerrie Geard
David Lea
John Beaty/ Greg Every
Charmaine Jansz
Roster
Malcolm Parks

Community
Malcolm Sawle
Brian Kimpton
David Greenall
Adrian Culshaw
Greg Every
Mary Sealy

New Generations
Chris Martin
Rob Fenton
Heather Chisholm
John Beaty
David Rushworth
Harry Wolfe

Fundraising
Geoff Abbott
Kerrie Geard
Charmaine Jansz
Mike Hede
Roy Seager
Mal Parks

Julie Young
Harry Roberts
Trish Smyth
Geoff Stringer

Peter Flude
Julie Young
Glenda Laughton

Antony Nixon
John Van Dyk

The Khmer Empire’s various capitals
thrived here from the 9th to 15th centuries, while their rulers presided over
an empire that stretched from Myanmar (Burma) to Vietnam. Including forested areas and newly discovered
“suburbs” Angkor covers more than
400 square miles (1,000 square kilometres), an area considerably larger
than New York City’s five boroughs.
Though just one of hundreds of surviving temples and structures, the massive
Angkor Wat is the most famed of all
Cambodia’s temples, the 12th century
“temple-mountain” was built as a spiritual home for the Hindu god Vishnu.
The temple is an architectural triumph
laden with artistic treasures like the
bas-relief galleries that line many
walls and tell enduring tales of Cambodian history and legend.
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